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Losses Minimization Control for an Integrated
Multidrive Topology Devoted to Hybrid

Electric Vehicles
Giovanni Nobile , Student Member, IEEE, Giacomo Scelba , Senior Member, IEEE,

Mario Cacciato , Member, IEEE, and Giuseppe Scarcella, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper deals with the study and implemen-
tation of a losses minimization control strategy for an inte-
grated multidrive (IMD) topology used in the drivetrain of
parallel hybrid electric vehicles. In this IMD, the stator sec-
tions of a multiwinding induction machine are interfaced
to the storage units through standard three-phase invert-
ers. The goal of this study is to optimize the management
of multidirectional power flows in an IMD configuration, re-
ducing both the power losses of the induction machine and
the energy storage units while keeping the computational
complexity suitably low. To this aim, the proposed approach
consists in a control strategy that continuously searches for
the best compromise between the torque response and the
power capability of each storage unit while minimizing the
overall power losses. Using such an approach, a significant
improvement in the overall efficiency is obtained. Simula-
tions and experimental tests confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

Index Terms—Automotive, energy efficiency, hybrid elec-
tric vehicles (HEVs), hybrid energy storage, induction motor
drives, maximum torque per ampere (MTPA), multiwinding
motor drives, starter alternator.

NOMENCLATURE

ω, ωrm Angular speed of the qd0 reference frame and
mechanical rotor speed.

vqs , iqs , λqs q-axis stator voltage, current, and flux.
vds , ids , λds d-axis stator voltage, current, and flux.
iqsj , idsj q-axis and d-axis components of the current in

the jth sub-machine.
Isj Peak value of the stator current in the jth

sub-machine.
Rs, Lls Stator resistance and leakage inductance.
R′

r , L′
lr Rotor resistance and leakage inductance.
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LM Magnetizing inductance.
Rfe Stator iron resistance.
ωsλr Slip angular frequency under field orientation.
θλr Rotor flux angular position.
tr = L′

r /R′
r Rotor time constant.

Te Electromagnetic torque.
p̄ Number of pole pairs.
SOC State of charge.
SOH State of health.
Csc ,cell , vsc Capacitance and actual voltage of a single cell

of the supercapacitor string.
nsc Number of series-connected supercapacitor

cells.
Δt Horizon time.
vsc Supercapacitor string voltage.
vsc ,max Maximum voltage of the supercapacitor string.
vbt Battery pack voltage.
E0 , Ri No-load voltage and internal resistance of the

battery pack.
PC Power capability.
Cbt Rated capacity of the battery.
Rsc Internal resistance of the supercapacitor.
λm Air-gap flux.
λqm q-axis component of the air-gap flux.
λdm d-axis component of the air-gap flux.
λdr Amplitude of the rotor flux under field

orientation.
λ Lagrange multiplier.
Te,demand Torque demand.
Pm Mechanical power.
Vas1 Peak value of the motor phase voltage in

stator 1.
Vas2 Peak value of the motor phase voltage in

stator 2.
vs , Vsmax Phase voltage in ac side of inverters and its

maximum value.
ϕ1 , ϕ2 Phase angles between voltages and currents in

sub-machines 1 and 2.
ωe Synchronous angular speed.
icap Current in dc-link capacitor bank.
η Efficiency of the integrated multidrive system.
HEV Hybrid electric vehicles.
SM Sub-machine.
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VSI Voltage source inverter.
VRLA Valve-regulated lead–acid batteries.
ICE Internal combustion engine.
IFOC Indirect field oriented control.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, environmental benefits of using HEVs are
well known. Compared with the traditionally powered ve-

hicle, which have undergone continuous enhancement in recent
decades, further significant development steps are still neces-
sary for the market acceptance of the next generation of HEVs.
This involves the development of new technologies, method-
ologies, and devices involving specific electrical and electronic
engineering fields.

One of the key aspects is strictly related with the power con-
version efficiency boosting for HEVs as it directly impacts the
vehicle operating range. In particular, focusing on the electric
drive system, a large number of scientific contributions deal-
ing with innovative control strategies for the optimal energy
management and losses minimization have been proposed in
past literature, for example, [1]–[3]. Among those, many papers
are mainly focused on the electric machine deeply investigat-
ing its efficiency [4]–[7], but a comprehensive losses evaluation
including the storage units has not been provided yet.

Referring to the electrical machine, the idea of splitting the
stator windings in several sets has been investigated in the lit-
erature, with the goal to share among different subunits the
total power required to drive the load [8]–[13]. In particular, the
model of the electrical machine with multiple stator winding
sets has been presented and simulated in [8] and [9], whereas
a particular dual stator winding induction machine drive was
described in [10], leading to two submachines with a dissimilar
number of poles. In [11], a direct rotor-field oriented control
has been implemented for an induction motor having two sets
of stator windings spatially shifted by 30 electrical degrees.
Moreover, a new current control scheme has been introduced to
compensate for the drive asymmetries as the currents of the two
stator winding sets are independently controlled.

The circulating currents generated by the non-sinusoidal air-
gap flux distribution in multiple three-phase stator windings
have been also investigated in [12]. A review on control methods
for power sharing among winding sets of multiple three-phase
machines was provided in [13].

While the integration of three-phase motor drives in automo-
tive applications is very widespread [14]–[20], a limited number
of scientific contributions dealt with the use of multiple three-
phase stator winding motor drives intended for an HEV; some
examples are described in [21]–[24]. In particular, a loss min-
imization control algorithm has been presented in [23] for a
multiwinding induction machine inserted in parallel to HEV
drivetrains, addressing an integrated multidrive (IMD) topol-
ogy where the stators are interfaced to the storage units through
standard three-phase inverters, see Fig. 1. The stator windings
of the electrical machine have no spatial shift. The analysis of
[23] highlights the aptitude of the control strategy to set a multi-
directional power flow and track the minimum losses operating
point under a constant magnetizing flux condition. Moreover,

Fig. 1. HEV parallel drivetrain including a multiwinding induction
machine.

only a preliminary validation of the proposed approach is pro-
vided, limited to a few operating scenarios.

Under this perspective, this paper provides a more compre-
hensive study and implementation of the loss minimization
control algorithm given in [23]; in particular, an efficiency op-
timization current profile is included in the mathematical treat-
ment, leading to the modulation of the total magnetizing flux as a
function of the load conditions. Moreover, a detailed experimen-
tal validation of the proposed approach is presented, confirming
the capability of the method to properly track the actual mini-
mum power loss of the IMD. Finally, losses distribution in the
IMD has been also evaluated.

Causing only a low increment of the computational burden,
such a challenging algorithm would be able to ensure high con-
trol flexibility while keeping minimum system losses of elec-
trical machine and storage units in every operating condition.
Although the proposed approach is of general validity, it has
been applied to a parallel drivetrain of an HEV using a hybrid
storage system including different storage unit technologies,
e.g., supercapacitors and lithium-ion batteries. Moreover, dif-
ferent than the conventional approach, where the hybrid energy
storage systems (HESS) are connected to a common dc bus by
means of dc–dc power converters, parallel power flows are in-
dependently handled in the proposed drive configuration. The
latter configuration implies some advantages in terms of sys-
tem reliability in comparison to the conventional one [2], [24].
The losses minimization profiles are determined exploiting a
suitable modeling of the energy storage units and electrical ma-
chine; these profiles are integrated in a vector control strategy
allowing the independent control of the sub-units composing the
electrical machine in a simple but effective way. Furthermore,
the conditions for optimal operating points are determined in
order to comply with some technical constraints, in terms of
PC assessment and manufacturer recommendations that could
affect the state of health of the storage units.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
analytical model of each part composing the IMD and the vector
control strategy. The analytical formulation of power losses is
reported in Section III. Section IV shows the proposed power
losses minimization strategy, whereas Section V addresses the
numerical simulations and experimental validation.
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Fig. 2. Schematical representation of the three-phase sub-machines.

II. IMD TOPOLOGY MODELING

Many losses minimization methods require a proper modeling
of the system. For the proposed method, the current control loop
structure and the models used to calculate the power losses in
the electrical machine and storage units are below described.

A. Current Vector Control Strategy

The IMD configuration used in this study is achieved con-
sidering the stator-distributed winding of a standard squirrel
cage induction machine split into different three-phase sub-
windings without spatial shift (see Fig. 2) with the constrain
to obtain the same magnetomotive force distribution of a stan-
dard machine [24], [25]. Each winding has a different num-
ber of turns Nj depending on the desired back electromotive
force, whereas the wires cross section is related to the rated
currents.

The total magnetic airgap flux and torque generated in the
electromagnetic system can be approximated (under the as-
sumption of a linear system) as the sum of the contributions
provided by each fictitious sub-machine, consisting of one of
the sub-windings and sharing the same rotor. This electromag-
netic multiwinding system allows us to supply storage units
featuring different power capabilities with different dc voltage
levels by means of standard three-phase voltage source inverters,
each one feeding a single SM. According to [23] and [24], the
IMD can be controlled by implementing field oriented control
algorithms in the SMs, which are coupled by the total rotor flux.
A common qd reference frame is used for all the drive quanti-
ties. The field orientation is obtained by imposing the total slip
angular frequency ωsλr according to (1), whereas the rotor flux
angular position θλr is calculated from ωsλr and from the rotor
speed ωre , as in (2).

ωsλr =
1
τr

· (iqs1 + iqs2 + · · · + iqsn )
(ids1 + ids2 + · · · + idsn )

iqs = iqs1 + iqs2 + · · · + iqsn

ids = ids1 + ids2 + · · · + idsn (1)

θλr = θλr0 +
∫

(ωsλr + ωre) dt (2)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the IFOC implemented in the jth SM.

where τr is the rotor time constant and iqsj and idsj are, re-
spectively, the torque and flux components of the stator currents
flowing in the jth SM. iqs and ids are the total torque and flux
producing components of the induction machine.

The relationship (1) has been obtained by assuming constant
or slowly variable amplitude of the rotor flux. It is worth noting
that in this analytical formulation, the electrical quantities asso-
ciated with the jth stator winding and to the rotor are referred
to the reference stator winding 1 through the turns ratio N1/Nj

and N1/Nr , respectively.
The electromagnetic torque provided by the IMD can be ex-

pressed as the sum of the torque contributions provided by each
SM as follows:

Te =
Pm

ωrm
=

3
2
p̄ (iqs1 + · · · + iqsn ) λdr

=
3
2
p̄LM (iqs1 + · · · + iqsn ) · (ids1 + · · · + idsn )

= Te1 + · · · + Ten (3)

where

Tej =
3
2
p̄LM iqsj (ids1 + · · · + idsn ) . (4)

Therefore, the torque produced by the n integrated machines
is proportional to the algebraic sum of the torque components
iqsj . Likewise, the amplitude of the flux is proportional to the
algebraic sum of the flux components idsj . Fig. 3 shows a block
diagram of the IFOC implemented for the jth SM. The current
loop allows us to perform the decoupled torque and flux control
in each SM. The reference currents must be assigned in order to
improve the overall system efficiency, considering the operative
scenario (braking, cranking, etc.) and the actual state of the
storage units, as detailed in the following.

This IMD topology allows us to set multidirectional power
flows among the mechanical system and the stator units. More-
over, some energy can flow among the storage units while
the mechanical power is kept constant. In other words, the
IMD is able to handle multidirectional power flows by simply
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Fig. 4. Power flows in the IMD system.

controlling the qd stator current components of the SMs com-
posing the IMD.

A graphical representation of the torque expression (4) for an
IMD including two energy storage units and operating at con-
stant speed is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that different
power path flows can be forced in the IMD just by properly
setting the currents iqsj .

As infinite combinations of torque and flux current compo-
nents allow us to establish the same working condition of the
electrical machine, additional constraints in the reference cur-
rents have to be defined in order to achieve a specific goal, for
example, the actual PC of the storage units connected to the dc
side of each drive. In this study, the efficiency maximization of
the power conversion process is pursued while keeping limited
computational burden and satisfying dynamic behavior.

B. HESS Modeling

Arrays of supercapacitors and series-connected batteries
(lithium ions and VRLA battery technologies) have been con-
sidered as storage units for the HEV parallel drivetrain. They
have been properly modeled in order to allow a straightforward
online monitoring of their SOC and PC while keeping good
accuracy and low computational complexity. SOC and PC are
crucial quantities to assess the suitable energy management in
the whole IMD system.

As proposed by several authors and supercapacitor manufac-
turers, the most straightforward approach to model the super-
capacitors strings (sc) is to consider a simple resisotr-capacitor
network constituted by the series of a capacitor Csc and a resis-
tor Rsc [26]. The parameters Csc and Rsc can be easily identified

Fig. 5. (a) Thevenin equivalent circuit used to model the battery behav-
ior. (b) Example of E0 (SOCbt ) curve for a 24-V 108-Ah VRLA battery.
(c) Example of Ri (SOCbt , ibt ) curve for a 24-V 108-A·h VRLA battery.

using data provided by the manufacturer of the supercapacitor
cells, and given as follows:

Csc = Csc,cell/nsc vsc = vsc,cell · nsc

Rsc = Rsc,cell · nsc vsc,rated = vsc,cell,rated · nsc . (5)

The actual SOC of the supercapacitor SOCsc is given by the
ratio between the actual voltage vsc and the maximum voltage
vsc ,max [3]. Generally, the maximum value of voltage vsc ,max
is assigned equal to the rated one. Moreover, during normal
operation, the SOCsc is usually maintained between 35 ÷ 40%
(SOCsc ,min ) and 95% (SOCsc ,max ) [2].

The PC of the supercapacitor during the discharge process
is a function of the actual SOCsc and of the selected horizon
time Δt, which depends on the actual operating scenario of the
drivetrain (acceleration, engine cranking, etc.) [26]

PCsc,ds = isc,ds,PC ·
(

SOCsc −
∣∣∣∣SOCsc − SOCsc,min

2

∣∣∣∣
)

· vsc,max (6)

where isc,ds,PC is the maximum value of the current that can be
imposed during the discharge process, expressed as a function
of the actual SOCsc and minimum SOCsc,min

isc,ds,PC =
SOCsc − SOCsc,min

Δt
vsc,max · Csc . (7)

Same formulation can be adopted for the charging process.
Different than supercapacitors, modeling of batteries (bt) is

more complicated due to several nonlinear phenomena occur-
ring during charging and discharging processes. Hence, an ac-
curate estimation of SOCbt is often a difficult task [27]. In this
study, the battery pack has been modeled with the equivalent
electric circuit represented in Fig. 5, where the no-load voltage
E0 and the internal resistance Ri depend on the actual SOCbt .

It can be observed from Fig. 5(c) that the current rate has a
negligible effect on the Ri value. The parameters Rt and Ct are
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used to describe the dynamic behavior of the battery [27]. The
identification of these parameters can be performed as reported
in [28]. However, to get a satisfactory accuracy, such parameters
need to be continuously tuned by using an estimation algorithm
capable to also provide the actual value of SOCbt . In this paper,
a proportional-integral (PI)-based observer has been exploited
to carry out the value of SOCbt [28].

The value of power that can be continuously delivered to
the battery without exceeding the SOCbt limits during the
discharge, and considering a given time horizon Δt, can be
predicted as follows [29]:

PCbt,ds = vbt,min · ibt,ds,PC (8)

ibt,ds,PC =
SOCbt − SOCbt,min

Δt
· SOH · Cbt (9)

where Cbt is the rated capacity of the battery. A similar for-
mulation can be reported about the charging process, where an
appropriate efficiency index depending on actual SOCbt and
on typical discharge rate is introduced in (8) [30]. The charge
process can be also related to the charge current recommended
by the battery manufacturer pursuing the objective to extend
the lifetime of the storage unit. It leads to a minimum charging
current ibt,ch usually lower than the one calculated from PC
assessment ibt,ch,PC .

III. POWER LOSSES MODEL

The overall system power losses minimization is obtained by
defining specific current profiles, which must be compliant to
the SOC and PC constraints. The basic principle of any losses
reduction approach is to determine the optimal currents and the
flux magnitude so that minimum losses occur, maintaining the
desired electromagnetic torque. For the sake of clarity, hereafter
an IMD using two units has been considered.

The mathematical loss expression from the full loss model
of an induction motor is a very complex and onerous job
[31]–[33]. In this paper, an induction motor model including
iron loss is exploited, where iron losses are modeled by a re-
sistor Rfe that is inserted in parallel to the magnetizing branch
so that the power losses depend on the air-gap flux linkage.
This solution can be considered a good compromise between
accuracy and computational burden.

By neglecting the losses associated with the power converters
and dc bus capacitors, the total power losses

∑
Pl in the IMD

can be expressed as in the following:

∑
Pl = Pl,sc + Pl,bt + Pjs1 + Pjs2 + Pjr + Pfe . (10)

The power loss Pl,sc is associated with the internal resistance
Rsc of the supercapacitors given by

Pl,sc = Rsc · i2sc . (11)

The current isc can be expressed as a function of the currents
iqs2 and ids2 flowing into the corresponding stator unit, by
imposing the equality between the active powers in the ac and

dc sides of the inverter

isc = Ksc ·
√

i2qs2 + i2ds2 ⇒ Pl,sc = Rsc · K2
sc · (i2qs2 + i2ds2)

(12)

where Ksc is given by

Ksc =
3 · Vas2 · cos φ2

vsc ·
√

2
. (13)

The losses associated with the battery packs can be evaluated
in a similar way, considering the joule losses of the resistive
elements

Pl,bt = (Ri(SOCbt) + Rt) · i2bt . (14)

The actual value of the resistance Ri depends on SOCbt [28].
Similarly, the battery current ibt can be expressed as a function
of the current components iqs1 and ids1 as follows:

ibt = Kbt ·
√

i2qs1 + i2ds1 ⇒ Pl,bt = (Ri + Rt) · K2
bt

· (i2qs1 + i2ds1) = Rbt · K2
bt · (i2qs1 + i2ds1) (15)

where

Kbt =
3 · Vas1 · cos φ1

vbt ·
√

2
. (16)

The copper losses in the stators of both the SMs can be
calculated as follows:

Pjs1 = 3 · Rs1 · I2
as1 =

3
2
· Rs1 · (i2qs1 + i2ds1) (17)

Pjs2 = 3 · Rs2 · I2
as2 =

3
2
· Rs2 · (i2qs2 + i2ds2). (18)

Under the assumption of rotor flux orientation, which is im-
posed by the control algorithm, the copper losses in the rotor
can be approximated as follows [5], [34]:

Pjr
∼= 3

2
· Rr · I2

qr =
3
2
· Rr · L2

M

L2
r

· (iqs1 + iqs2)
2 . (19)

The rotor iron loss is quite small compared to the stator iron
loss. Hence, by neglecting the rotor iron loss, Pfe can be ex-
pressed as follows [31], [35], [36]:

Pfe ∼= Pfes ⇒ Pfes
∼= ω2

e · λ2
m

Rfe
(20)

where λm is the air-gap flux. The field orientation condition
leads to the following:{

λqm
∼= 0

λdm
∼= λdr

⇒ Pfe ∼= ω2
e · λ2

dr

Rfe
(21)

where λdr is the amplitude of the rotor flux and is given by

λdr = Llr · idr + LM · idm . (22)

Some mathematical manipulations are then performed aimed
at tailoring a representation of λdr only depending on the stator
current components

λdr =
Llr

(
1 + LM ·Lr

Kδ

)
· ids + ωe ·L2

M ·L2
l r

R f e ·Kδ
· iqs(

1 − LM ·Lr

Kδ

) (23)
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where

Kδ =
ω2

e · L2
M · L2

lr

R2
fe

+ L2
r . (24)

The contribution given by the presence of iqs in the expression
of the rotor flux is quite small due to the high value of Rfe . The
iron losses Pfe can be expressed as

Pfe ∼= ω2
e · λ2

dr

Rfe
=

ω2
e

Rfe
· (Kα · ids + Kβ · iqs)

2

=
ω2

e

Rfe
· (K2

α · i2ds + K2
β · i2qs + 2 · Kα · Kβ · ids · iqs

)
(25)

where

Kα =

(
Llr + LM ·Lr ·Ll s

Kδ

)
(
1 − LM ·Lr

Kδ

) Kβ =
ωe ·L2

M ·L2
l r

Rf e ·Kδ(
1 − LM ·Lr

Kδ

) . (26)

The power loss Pfe given by (25) can be rewritten as a function
of the currents iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , and ids2

iqs = iqs1 + iqs2

ids = ids1 + ids2 (27)

Pfe =
ω2

e

Rfe
· K2

α · i2ds1 +
ω2

e

Rfe
· K2

α · i2ds2

+ 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· K2

α · ids1 · ids2 +
ω2

e

Rfe
· K2

β · i2qs1

+
ω2

e

Rfe
· K2

β · i2qs2 + 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· K2

β · iqs1 · iqs2

+ 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· Kα · Kβ · iqs1 · ids1

+ 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· Kα · Kβ · iqs2 · ids1

+ 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· Kα · Kβ · iqs1 · ids2

+ 2 · ω2
e

Rfe
· Kα · Kβ · iqs2 · ids2 . (28)

The last relationship (28) is acceptable for the calculation of
the minimum power losses. Furthermore, (28) has the advantage
of being relatively simple, compared to other iron losses models
that are more accurate but require a higher number of motor
parameters [31].

Finally, the total system power losses can be expressed as
follows:∑

Pl = Pl,sc + Pl,bt + Pjs1 + Pjs2 + Pjr + Pfe

= Rsc · K2
sc · (i2qs2 + i2ds2) + Rbt · K2

bt · (i2qs1 + i2ds1)

+
3
2
· Rs1 · (i2qs1 + i2ds1) +

3
2
· Rs2 · (i2qs2 + i2ds2)

+
3
2
· Rr · L2

M

L2
r

(iqs1 + iqs2)
2 + Pfe . (29)

IV. POWER LOSS MINIMIZATION PROFILES

The qd currents set minimizing the model losses function (29)
can be determined by using the method of Lagrange multipliers
[37], [38]. In the following, an analysis is assumed that the
drive is operating at steady state, thus the total torque and flux
producing components iqs and ids are constants.

The first step is to detect the stationary points for which the
total power loss is minimum. In particular, an analytical solution
can be found by solving the following system:

L(iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , ids2 , λ) = ΣPl − λ · g(iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , ids2)

∇L(iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , ids2 , λ) = 0

⇒

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

fx1 = ∂L
∂ iq s 1

= 0; fx2 = ∂L
∂ iq s 2

= 0; fx3

= ∂L
∂ id s 1

= 0; fx4 = ∂L
∂ id s 2

= 0

∂L
∂λ

= 0

(30)

where g represents the constraints set

g(iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , ids2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

iqs1 + iqs2 = iqs

ids1 + ids2 = ids

iqs · ids = Te
3
2 ·p̄ ·LM

= K

⇒ g(iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , ids2)

= iqs1 · ids1 + iqs1 · ids2 + iqs2 · ids1 + iqs2 · ids2 − K
(31)

and λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution of (30), under
the constraints given by (31), leads to the identification of the
stationary points, which in this case correspond to a single set
of currents iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, and ids2
∗

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i∗qs1 = K 2
K 1 +K 2

· iqs = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iqs

i∗qs2 = K 1
K 1 +K 2

· iqs = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2

i∗ds1 = K 2
K 1 +K 2

· ids = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· ids

i∗ds2 = K 1
K 1 +K 2

· ids = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· ids

(32)

where

K1 = 2 · Rbt · K2
bt + 3 · Rs1

K2 = 2 · RE · K2
sc + 3 · Rs2 . (33)

It is worth noting that under same torque and flux conditions
(31), the presence of Rbt and Rsc in (32) can significantly modify
the optimal operating point of the IMD. Such parameters are the
representative of the storage unit losses. In the following section,
an evaluation of the errors occurring in the determination of the
minimum loss point when the storage unit losses are neglected
is also provided.

Observing (32), the currents set iqs1
∗, iqs2

∗, ids1
∗, and ids2

∗

does not depend on the iron losses parameters; this happens
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because Pfe depends on the total q- and d-axis currents, as
shown in (25), that are constants at the steady state. Hence, any
combination of iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, and ids2
∗ under the constraints

set (31) leads to the same iron losses.
In (31), the flux current component ids is assumed to be

established at priori, according to an efficiency optimization
current profile linking the two projections of the stator current
vector on the qd reference frame synchronous to the rotor flux
position [32], [33], [39]–[41]. The latter shall be selected in
accordance with the induction motor (IM) characteristics. If
we consider a maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) control
strategy, torque and flux current components are related as in
(34) in the entire speed range below the rated flux, whereas ids
= ids , rated is imposed at higher load torques

ids = Kopt · |iqs | . (34)

Kopt strictly depends on the motor parameters as well as on the
input angular frequency [38].

Hence, the set of currents iqs1
∗, iqs2

∗, ids1
∗, and ids2

∗ leading
to the minimum losses according to (34) can be expressed as in
(35), whereas (36) is valid for ids = ids , rated

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i∗qs1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iq s√

K o p t

i∗qs2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iq s√

K o p t

i∗ds1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· ids ·

√
Kopt

i∗ds2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· ids ·

√
Kopt

(35)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i∗qs1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iqs

i∗qs2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iqs

iqs = K
id s , r a t e d

; i∗ds1 = ids1,rated ;

i∗ds2 = ids2,rated

ids = ids,rated .

(36)

Under the assumption that the magnetic saturation is neg-
ligible and the drive is operating below the rated speed, the
MTPA operation can be approximated to ids = iqs , and thus the
previous solutions can be written as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i∗qs1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· √K

i∗qs2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· √K iqs = ids

i∗ds1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· √K

i∗ds2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· √K

(37)

Fig. 6. Braking scenario.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i∗qs1 = 2·R s c ·K 2
s c +3·Rs 2

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iqs

i∗qs2 = 2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1

2·Rb t ·K 2
b t +3·Rs 1 +2·R s c ·K 2

s c +3·Rs 2
· iqs

iqs = K
id s , r a t e d

; i∗ds1 = ids1,rated ;

i∗ds2 = ids2,rated

ids = ids,rated .

(38)

It has been verified that the determinant of the Hessian matrix
of the function

∑
Pl is positive, as well as the derivative term of

fx1 in (30), i.e., fx1x1 , confirming that the calculated stationary
point (iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, ids2
∗) represents the minimum of the

losses function; moreover, it has been verified that the last point
is a global minimum.

A similar procedure could be followed to carry out the current
set (iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, ids2
∗) leading to the minimum losses for

the flux-weakening operation, according to [38]; however, the
last working region has not been investigated in this study.

V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The proposed method has been validated in simulation and
experimentally tested on a scaled test rig. Some of the main
scenarios occurring during HEV real operating conditions have
been included in this analysis and are shown in Figs. 6–9. It is
assumed that the IMD consists of two SMs and thus includes
two storage units. The value of time horizon for each scenario
was assigned on the basis of statistical data coming from the
main standard driving cycles [36], [42].

By assuming that the IMD is operated at an established
constant flux condition, the electromagnetic torque equation
provides a linear relationship between the q-axis current
components, which is given as follows (31):

iqs1 + iqs2 = iqs =
Te,demand

3
2 p̄LM (ids1 + ids2)

. (39)

For each working scenario of the HEV, the drive operat-
ing range can be represented by the line segment highlighted
in Figs. 6–9, which is limited by the boundary torque current
limits imposed according to the SOC and PC of the storage
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Fig. 7. Brake release scenario.

Fig. 8. Acceleration scenario.

Fig. 9. Constant HEV speed, fuel saving scenario.

units. Moreover, the optimal combination of iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 ,
and ids2 has to be chosen inside this line segment in order
to minimize the system losses. If the optimal set of currents
(iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, ids2
∗) falls off the line segment, the IMD

is forced to operate at the thresholds. Whenever the flux com-
ponents ids1 and ids2 are modified during the drive operation
(i.e., because the torque demand Te,demand is changed), the line
segment, as well as the boundary limits, will be modified in the
iqs1 and iqs2 plane.

TABLE I
ELECTRICAL MACHINE AND STORAGE UNITS: MAIN TECHNICAL DATA

A. Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations have been carried out by assuming
that the HESS is composed of a battery pack and a string of
supercapacitors. Technical specifications of the two SMs and
storage units are listed in Table I. For the sake of example, the
case study “Acceleration” is focused. The boundary current lim-
its, iqs1limit , ids1limit , iqs2limit , and ids2limit , can be computed
by taking into consideration the actual PC of the HESS. The
torque expression of the IMD must be taken into account as
well⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

iqs · ids = Te , d e m a n d
3
2 p̄LM

= K

iqs1limit · (ids1limit + ids2limit) = f(PCbt,ds)

iqs2limit · (ids1limit + ids2limit) = f(PCsc,ds)

ids1limit = ids1,rated ids2limit = ids2,rated

. (40)

By supposing that the mechanical losses are negligible,
the limits on qd currents can be calculated starting from the
electromagnetic torque expression as follows:

iqs1limit =
PCbt,ds

3
2 · p̄ · LM · ωrm · idslimit

(41)

iqs2limit =
PCsc,ds

3
2 · p̄ · LM · ωrm · ids limit

. (42)

The current limits given by (40) must also satisfy the limits
related to the inverter and electrical machine current ratings√

i2qs1limit + i2ds1limit ≤ i2s1,max

√
i2qs2limit + i2ds2limit ≤ i2s2,max . (43)

The last limits correspond to a circle in the q-d plane. Com-
bining the constraints (40)–(43), it is possible to avoid that at
very low speed the phase currents reach values higher than the
rated ones.
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In addition to the above-mentioned current constraints, volt-
age limits must be taken into consideration at high speeds. In
particular, the maximum voltage that the inverter can synthesize
is defined by the dc-link voltage and by the pulsewidth mod-
ulation (PWM) strategy. In any operating condition, the mag-
nitude of the stator voltage vector must satisfy the following
relationship:

v2
qs1 + v2

qs2 ≤ v2
s max (44)

where vs,max is the maximum value of the motor phase voltage.
Without overmodulation, if the output voltage vector is syn-

thesized by using the space vector modulation (SVM) or PWM
with third-harmonic injection, the maximum magnitude of the
phase voltage vector is given by

Vs max,1 =
1√
3
vbt

Vs max,2 =
1√
3
vsc . (45)

The power density and energy capacities of the storage units
have been selected in order to be compliant to the overall power
of the IMD system, [4].

The current control loops bandwidth of the drives have been
set to 420 Hz.

Fig. 10 displays the waveforms of electrical and mechani-
cal quantities during an acceleration starting from the initial
conditions reported in Fig. 11, where the status of the HESS
and mechanical system are listed, as well as that of the bound-
ary current limits and models parameters. For the sake of an
easy exposition, we have assumed a transient at constant torque
Te,demand = const. The power delivered to the mechanical sys-
tem has been split according to SOC and PC of both storages.
This working condition is represented with a circular marker in
the iqs–ids plane of Fig. 12, displaying the curve representing
all the possible current sets (iqs , ids) able to provide the same
Te,demand .

In order to verify whether the proposed method approaches
the minimum losses conditions, the same IMD has been sim-
ulated considering an identical scenario but imposing different
combinations of iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , and ids2 to the current control
loops of the SMs, featuring the same Te,demand . The results are
shown in Fig. 13, grouped into three different total current sets
(iqs , ids) one of which is the MTPA condition given by (37)
whose surface is labeled in Fig. 13 with a triangle; the surface
labeled with a circle (iqs = 2.35 A, ids = 2.02 A) is the one
facing the minimum system losses. Although the losses have
been displayed as a function of the qd axis currents associated
to SM1 , they can be referred to the qd axis currents of SM2 by
considering the relationship (27).

The results clearly show that the proposed technique allows
us to approach the minimum losses point, whose deviation has
been experienced to be lower than 4% for the considered IMD.
Moreover, under the MTPA condition, the current set iqs1

∗,
iqs2

∗, ids1
∗, and ids2

∗ computed by (37) provides the minimum
losses, as displayed in Fig. 14.

Fig. 10. Electrical and mechanical quantities during an acceleration
scenario.

Fig. 11. Status of the HESS and mechanical system, boundary current
limits, and models parameters considered for the simulated acceleration
scenario.
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Fig. 12. Locus of currents set providing the demanded torque during
the acceleration scenario.

Fig. 13. Power losses computed by simulation executed at different
combinations of iq s1 , iq s2 , ids 1 , and ids 2 .

Fig. 14. Zoomed view of the power losses surface obtained in simula-
tion under MTPA (Δ) condition.

Whenever the torque loads impose rated flux conditions, the
relationship (38) must be used to carry out the optimal current
set, in which ids1 and ids2 are equal to their respective rated val-
ues. Fig. 15 displays a different acceleration scenario, in which
a much higher torque demand is required. It can be observed
that even in these conditions the proposed method leads to the
minimum of the IMD losses.

Fig. 15. Power losses versus torque current components providing the
demanded torque and optimal operating point, determined according to
(38).

Fig. 16. Schematical representation of the test rig.

B. Experimental Results

In order to experimentally verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed losses minimization algorithm, some tests have been con-
ducted on the test rig whose schematic diagram is displayed
in Fig. 16 and image depicted in Fig. 17. The multiwinding
electrical machine is the same of that considered in the sim-
ulations. The storage unit 1 is a 156-V 27-A·h VRLA battery
pack, whereas the storage unit 2 consists of a 108-V 27-A·h
VRLA battery pack. The drivetrain is mechanically coupled
to a 3-kW induction motor drive in which an IFOC is imple-
mented to impose the operating speed profile of the controlled
IMD. The power losses at the terminals of the storage units have
been measured by using a Voltech 300 and a Voltech 3000 dig-
ital power analyzers, whereas the measure of the motor phase
voltages in both SMs is indirectly performed from the signals
outgoing from the PI current controllers, suitably scaled accord-
ing to the voltage measured at the terminals of the storage units
and modulation strategy, SVM in this case [43].

The switching frequency of both inverters is 20 kHz, and
a dead time equal to 1 μs has been included in the switching
patterns of the modulators. Inverter nonlinearities have been
compensated according to [44]–[48]. An electrolytic capacitor
bank of 235 μF has been connected parallel at the dc terminals
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Fig. 17. (a) Test rig: (1) mechanical load—3-kW induction motor drive,
(2) multiwinding induction machine, (3) voltage source inverters, (4)
VRLA battery packs, (5) dSspace control unit, (6) scope, and (7) power
analyzers. (b) Drivetrain: (1) mechanical load—3-kW induction motor
drive, (2) multiwinding induction machine, and (3) torque meter.

of each inverter. A torque meter Magtrol 310 has been used to
measure the torque, whereas the rotor speed ωrm is determined
by applying a phase locked loop algorithm to the rotor position
measured through a 5000 ppr incremental encoder.

The temperature of the winding and storage units has been
monitored by using an infrared thermometer Fluke 561, which is
used to measure the rise rating of the temperature above ambient
of the motor case.

The resistive parameters values have been referred to the oper-
ating temperature. Both drives have been controlled by DSPACE
1104 development control boards, whose algorithms have been
executed at 200 μs. The current control loops bandwidth of the
drives has been set to 420 Hz; the current control loops do not
include feedforward decoupling terms.

Initially, some tests have been performed in order to verify
the performances of the FOC strategy implemented in the drives
composing the IMD.

The test displayed in Fig. 18 has been executed to evaluate the
dynamic behavior of the decoupled torque and flux controls of
the IFOCs implemented in the two SMs. In particular, the drives
are torque controlled and square wave variations are imposed
to the torque components iqs1 = 1.8 A and iqs2 = 8 A, keeping
constant the d-axis current components ids1 = 1.8 A and ids2
= 0.5 A. It is worth noting that a satisfying transient behavior
is achieved and field orientation is confirmed by the triangular
waveform of the angular speed.

The experimental result of Fig. 19 has been acquired while
operating both drives at steady state and rated conditions. The

Fig. 18. Electrical and mechanical quantities of the IMD, measured
during square wave torque variations.

Fig. 19. Steady-state test: DC bus capacitors icap , the battery pack
current ibt1 , and the ripple voltage measured at the terminals of the
battery pack of the drive unit 1 Δvbt1 .

figure shows the currents flowing through the dc bus capaci-
tors icap , the battery pack current ibt1 , and the ripple voltage
measured at the terminals of the battery pack of the drive unit
1 Δvbt1 . This result is consistent with the hypothesis that lim-
ited losses can be associated to the dc bus capacitors as limited
high frequency current ripple flows to such capacitors. High-
frequency noise produced by the switching transitions of power
devices is visible and superimposed to the traces.

The following experimental tests have been focused on a
“Braking” scenario according to Fig. 6, in which the storage
units are recharged through the regenerative power coming from
the mechanical system. Fig. 20 summarizes the initial conditions
of the HESS and mechanical system, the boundary current lim-
its, and the models parameters.

The test bench has been operated imposing different combi-
nations of iqs1 , iqs2 , ids1 , and ids2 to the current control loops
of the SMs, featuring the same Te,demand in MTPA conditions
iqs = 2.18 A and ids=2.18 A and same deceleration profile.
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Fig. 20. Status of the HESS and mechanical system, boundary current
limits, and model parameters for the considered experimental braking
scenario.

Fig. 21. Braking scenario: Power losses measured during experimental
tests (gray mesh) and computed from simulation results (colored three-
dimensional (3-D) plot), performed at different combinations of iq s1 , iq s2 ,
ids 1 , and ids 2 under MTPA conditions.

Fig. 22. Braking scenario: Zoomed view of the power losses surfaces
obtained by simulations under MTPA condition with and without storage
units. Optimal currents set from experiments is also indicated.

The experimental results of these tests are reported in Fig. 21 as
a gray mesh interpolating the measured data. In the same figure,
the colored three-dimensional (3-D) plot is obtained by simulat-
ing the IMD system. An offset between the two surfaces can be
noted which would probably be caused by the mechanical and
power converter losses that have been neglected in the theoreti-
cal analysis. Anyway, it is important to highlight that the optimal
iqs1

∗, iqs2
∗, ids1

∗, and ids2
∗ currents set, calculated by using the

proposed method, is very close to the currents set corresponding
to the minimum losses point identified by experimental data, as
highlighted in Fig. 22.

Fig. 23. Simulation results by considering the drive operated at the
currents set iq s1

∗, iq s2
∗, ids1

∗, and ids2
∗ indicated in Fig. 22.

The optimal currents set carried out by neglecting the losses
associated to the storage units has been also calculated by the
simulations and reported in the same figure. It can be noted that
in the latter case, a more significant deviation can be observed
in comparison to the experimental data. This will result in an
increment of power losses equal to 22% compared to the ex-
perimental data when the losses of storage units are neglected.
Conversely, the increment of power losses is limited to the 16%
with respect to that provided by the experimental data when the
losses of storage units are included. Such circumstance confirms
the effectiveness of the proposed energy management strategy
in which the losses in storage units are taken into account.

The tests reported in Figs. 23 and 24 compare the simulation
and experimental results with the IMD operated at the iqs1

∗,
iqs2

∗, ids1
∗, and ids2

∗ currents set indicated in Fig. 22. It can be
observed that a satisfactory matching between simulation and
experimental results is obtained.

After having experimentally verified the proposed losses min-
imization strategy under the MTPA, the drive has been operated
at rated flux value for four different values of the requested
torques, at the same rotational speed ωr = 90 rad/s and same
batteries SOC. The results are shown in Fig. 25. The system
power losses have been measured for different combinations of
iqs1 and iqs2 and demanded torques as the difference between
the mechanical power measured at the shaft of the electrical ma-
chine and the electrical power measured at batteries terminals.
The efficiency η is evaluated referring to these power quantities.
The same threshold values of Fig. 20 have been considered for
the q-axis currents.

The minimum losses are reached for a couple of iqs1 and iqs2 ,
which is very close to that analytically provided by (38), iqs1

∗

and iqs2
∗, confirming the validity of the proposed approach
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Fig. 24. Experimental test by considering the drive operated at the
currents set iq s1

∗, iq s2
∗, ids1

∗, and ids2
∗ indicated in Fig. 22.

to lead the IMD toward a very high efficiency operation for
different operational scenario.

Looking at each figure, an offset between the two minimum
losses points, experimental versus analytical calculation (38),
can be noted.

This discrepancy would probably be caused by the mechan-
ical and power converter losses that in the theoretical analysis
have been neglected.

In Fig. 26, the overall power losses measured for each oper-
ating point of Fig. 25(d) have been split to evaluate each single
losses contribution related to the electric machine and storage

Fig. 25. Power losses versus torque current components providing the
demanded braking torques and optimal operating points determined by
(38).
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Fig. 26. Evaluation of each contribution to the overall power losses for
each operating point in Fig. 25(d).

Fig. 27. Status of the HESS and mechanical system, boundary current
limits, and model parameters of the tests for the experimental braking
scenario of Fig. 28.

units. The system power losses have been measured as the dif-
ference between the mechanical power and the electrical power
measured at batteries terminals. The losses in the stator wind-
ings have been evaluated by using the analytical expressions
(17) and (18), whereas the joule losses in the rotor have been
determined by using (19). Equation (28) has been exploited to
calculate the iron losses. The losses associated with the batteries
have been calculated according to (14).

Referring to the optimal operating point, it can be observed
that the impact of joule losses of the induction machine is
about 38%, whereas the percentage related to the iron losses
is 24%.

Mechanical and converter losses have been extrapolated by
the power balance in the system. The losses associated with
the storage units are significant and equal to 28.5% of the total
IMD losses. In other words, if the latter losses are neglected, the
error in terms of power losses evaluation for the entire system
is around 25%–30%.

Finally, the experimental test of Fig. 28 has been determined
by setting the HESS status and IMD according to Fig. 27. Dif-
ferent than the previous tests, in such a case, the batteries SOC
is very low, leading to a very large PC; therefore, the bound-
aries imposed for q-axis currents allow us to reach the rated
torque. The optimal currents set determined by neglecting the
losses associated with the storage units has also been shown in
Fig. 28.

You can note a power losses deviation around 25% between
the last operating point and the minimum losses point coming
from experimental data.

Fig. 28. Power losses versus torque current components providing the
demanded braking torques, and optimal operating points determined
according to (38).

VI. CONCLUSION

Addressing automotive applications, the potentiality of using
IMD topologies and different energy storage units was high-
lighted in this paper. In particular, it demonstrated that the higher
degrees of freedom of an IMD can effectively increase the flex-
ibility and efficiency of the drive system. Although the study
was focused on HEV parallel drivetrains, many other applica-
tions can be considered.

Experimental tests confirmed good agreement with the the-
oretical study, the last obtained by combining a very effective
modeling of the induction machine and storage units, including
technical constraints given by the PC and SOC. Although the
optimal current profiles used in the current vector control loops
of the IMD were obtained considering an MTPA curve for the
global qd current quantities, nothing prevent the approach to be
used considering different energy saving strategies.
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